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Abstract: Advances in technology are making tremendous impact on the environment, people and the society all over the 
globe. New technologies & science have transformed the whole world, making the living more convenient, & more 

connected. It widely contributes to improve the personal independence of many people with disability or any other 

abnormalities etc. This paper aims to give an overview of the emerging innovations driven by telecommunications and ICTs, 

their roles, applications & standardization activities responsible for better living & identify their opportunities & challenges. 
It further gives the graphical representation showing evolution of telecommunication and ICTs innovations since 1970 till 

date.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The word 'telecommunications‟, literally means the „art of conveying information from a distance'. Involving 

transmission of information by means of electromagnetic signals or physical medium like copper wires, coaxial 

cable, fiber-optic strands, or the airwaves [1][2].Telecommunication has filled in the central importance on 

modern society, improving the social and economic conditions of all the citizens by enabling smooth access to 

family, education, health & financial services. In this real busy world, where everything required is real time 

service, various communication technologies serves the basic step in providing so , which simply follows by 

involving the exchange of information between two entities, be it over a physical medium or in the form of 

Electromagnetic waves (EMW). Revolution in Wireless communication began in the 20th century with 

pioneering development in radio communication by Guglielmo Marconi, who won noble prize in physics in 

1909.It is now considered as the basic infrastructure essential to a country's economic development. A 2009 

World Bank Report (WBR) found that for every 10 percent increase in high speed internet connections, there is 

1.3percent increase in economic growth. Within the view of ICT, which includes Computers, Software 

application & internet, has become the hot topic, which is clearly giving the alarm that in the next coming years 

& decades, it will affect & reshape most parts of our society. Till date ICT has proven to have bought good 

things from solutions to world hunger, eliminating all transport problems plus revitalizing democracy or any 

other real time applications.  

 

II. TELECOMMUNICATION AND ICTS- DRIVES OF INNOVATION 

The major drivers of innovation are: Telecommunication and ICTs. This is evident from various innovations 

over the last 10 years that have made it easier & easier to exchange messages, pictures & videos with people 

around the globe. Telecommunication and ICT has played important roles in different fields. Some of them can 

be listed below:  

A. Role of Telecommunication and ICT in IT Sector :  

By ICT in IT Sector we focus on digital processing, storage and communication of information of all kinds. It 

has been a dynamic one in many developed countries, and India has stood out as a developing country where IT 

has grown dramatically[3].  

B. Role of Telecommunication and ICT in Education  

ICT can help countries reach the goal of universal access to education. We have several telecommunication 

tools for one-way education that includes broadcast radio that helps in improving farmer education and teacher 

training, broadcast television example of which is British Open University, Satellite television that is a closed-

circuit television to rural schools in Mexico and neighboring countries, satellite radio that can cover whole 

continents, providing audio and data and off course, the World Wide Web (the Web)[4].  

C.  Role of Telecommunication and ICT in Medical fields:  

Various innovations like Smart contact lenses, Smart glasses for blind, robotically mediated telesurgery etc. has 

improved medical field focusing on patient care and medical-education aspects.  
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D. Role of Telecommunication and ICT in economic development :  

Telecommunication and ICT development can serve means to improve the economic conditions. The spread of 

telecommunication and ICT is expected to lower the transaction costs i.e. fixed costs used for acquiring 

information and making decision and variable costs for participating in the market. It also lowers 

communication costs and increases access to communication thus enhancing quality of information 

maintained[10,13,15].  

III. REVIEW OF VARIOUS IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS DRIVEN BY TELECOMMUNICATION AND ICT 

 

Some of the important innovations driven by telecommunication and ICTs along with their details have been 

listed out below. Further, Figure1 below shows their evolution [5,6,7,8,9,11,14,15] :  

 

 
 

I. Bluetooth: Billions of people around the world use Bluetooth wireless technology to talk on theirs mobile 

phones hand free while driving, such technology which is replacing the cables used in connecting the 

electronic devices. It can also serve in connecting the printers to computers & speakers to stereos. In fact, 

Bluetooth these days can be used for high speed internet access by pairing a PC with a 3G mobile. 

II.  Camera phones with sharing capabilities: The modern mobile imaging technology not only allows capturing 

the moments anywhere, but also allowing it to share those clicks with friends & family or the world itself. 

These innovation behind camera phones & sharing technology existed before1999, but the first mobile phone 

with such combined technology were commercially unavailable until 2001in japan & 2002in North America. 

III.  RSS (Really Simple syndication): In the view of saving the time & efforts of frequently checking the multiple 

web sites for updates of various ongoing actions, this RSS technology allows to keep up the view of various 

news & information from various online sources provided. Albeit RSS was introduced in 1999, but today 

wide range of various news organizations offer customizable RSS feeds.  

IV. Skype: Skype which is so popular enables internet users to make phone calls to anywhere in the world. Skype 

with all the other providers use the same VOIP (voice over internet protocol), transmitting voice 

conversations over the internet has transformed the whole industry since its launch in 2003.  

V. Smart phone: everyone‟s favorite tool in hand these days, date back to 1992, but with revolution & such 

innovative features with multimedia & ability of downloading the third party applications came about during 

the last decades- with media internet access picture & videos all in one enabling individuals to communicate 

( from voice to video) just from the palms of theirs hands.  

VI. Wi-Fi: Wi- fi technology is widely used for high speed wireless connections to the internet, have attracted 

millions of users around the globe, simply allow wireless systems to get online from any accessible hot spot. 

This wireless technology just like Bluetooth has been around for longer than a decade. The word Wi-Fi was 

first used commercially in 1999, & today Wi-Fi technology is used to make numerous wireless devices-from 

computers to phones to digital cameras. 
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VII. Wikipedia: people looking for in depth & up-to date information often turn to Wikipedia. The fact that anyone 

can contributor anonymously to this web based, free content encyclopedic, new entries can be added or edited 

providing up to date information. It was introduced in 2001, and currently attracting about 65 million visitors 

each month.  

VIII. YouTube: The YouTube video sharing website launched in 2005, enabling zillions of users all around the 

globe to share their videos with others or even the world. Nowadays various renowned brands or other 

organizations use YouTube to directly share their content with consumers around. Currently YouTube 

reported that 10 hours of video is uploaded to the site every minute.  

IX. Erbium doped fiber (EDP) amplifiers: It is a technology for amplifying optical signals. It is critical to long-

haul fiber optic cables (e.g. for undersea use). The first EDFA was demonstrated by David Payne at 

Southampton University in 1987.  

X. RSA cryptography: This cryptographic algorithm was first published in 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and 

Leonard Adleman at MIT. RSA is used in numerous settings where secure communication is required and it 

ensures privacy on shared cable networks.  

XI. Code division multiple access (CDMA): It allows multiple radio devices to efficiently and robustly share the 

same radio frequencies in the same physical location. Developed by the military during World War II to 

frustrate jamming.  

XII. Discrete multitone: It was developed by John Cioffi of Stanford University to allow high speed 

communication over legacy copper telephone lines of varying length and quality, incorporated into the DSL 

standard.  

XIII. Internet Protocol: This universally interoperable networking protocol gave birth to the Internet and has 

revolutionized telecommunications. It was first formulated by Robert E. Kahn of DARPA and Vinton Cerf of 

Stanford in a famous 1973 paper.  

XIV. Mind Controlled Robotic body suit: This mind controlled robotic exo-skeleton innovation gave the first kick 

of the world cup in the field of telecommunication and ICT in June 2014. The invention uses electrodes to 

convert brain waves into physical movement, will allow paralyzed people to eventually forego wheel chairs 

completely.  

XV. Smart Expiry label: This kind of directive label that has the ability to decay at the same rate as food. It has 

potentially made a massive dent each year on the wasted food around the world. Such technological progress 

is improving exponentially wherein it grows through a number of various inventions and breakthroughs each 

year.  

XVI. Mind-Reading and memory recording MRI Scan: This technology of brain scan for the purpose of recording 

thoughts and memories for future playback is another exciting innovation that took place in September.  

XVII. Smart Contact Lenses: It was developed by Google in January. Such lens contains chips and sensors (“the size 

of glitter”) to monitor blood sugar levels.  

XVIII. Smart Glasses for the blind: Smartglasses designed to assist blind and partially sighted people by using a 

specially adapted 3D camera. Here the camera separates and highlights objects ahead and projects them on the 

lens to maximize the remaining vision of the wearer.  

 

 

The impact of ICT also provides creative & cost efficient step towards various basic sectors, be it education, 

agriculture or other organizations:  

A. Renewable energy for telecom: ICT aims to support mobile operators in reducing the reliance on 

diesel for power generation at mobile base station locations. It will undertake a solar & wind assessment for 

mobile base station, pilot renewable energy plus preparing a plan for up scaling & increasing access to 

renewable technologies.  

B. Real time application: with the upcoming of 4G (which uses LTE) standard for high speed data, uses 

GBM (ground base masts) as an equipment which will be having cameras mounted on it to solve the real time 

issues. It uses the need of sensor at the right place around the area where issue is to be expected & then camera 

mounted on it will forward the data (image or video) to CCC(command & control center). Further after 

monitoring the video, it‟s forwarded to QRT (quick response team through laptops/mobile services which makes 

QRT to rush to the site. In this way within no time, the real time situational awareness on smart handlets is 

received.. 

IV. MYTHS (ICT INNOVATIONS: RADICAL OR DISRUPTIVE) 

 

Usually we have heard that mobile towers increase the risk of brain Cancer, Brain tumor etc. Well the fact is till 

date there is absolutely no evidence of such kind. Mobile phones are considered enough to cook your brain, 

however, the fact is No (as the output of mobile phone is less than 1 Watt). We often say RF radiations emitted 
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by the mobile base station are ionizing. The fact is RF radiations emitted by the mobile base station lie in the 

non-ionizing part of electromagnetic spectrum. Mobile phone signals were considered to be the reason behind 

the death of bees by the researchers from Landau University in Koblenz. According to them the signals were 

driving the spread of Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) thus leading to the bee deaths. However this was proved 

wrong after new research that identified virus to be responsible for all this. So, there is of course no link 

between mobile phones & CCD. Further, Josef has developed an analytical framework elaborating the historical 

driving of forces to innovation and has focused on the extent to which the changes in economic environment is 

being affected by such innovation[12]. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Telecommunication and ICT gives totally new opportunities to both, preserving the best elements of our society 

& develop new & better solutions to our existing problem. From the literature survey, we concluded that 

telecommunication and ICT can play an important role of growth and development in the fields of IT, medical, 

education and economy etc.  In fact no one has idea specifically what role it will be playing in future, but we 

have the belief that it will be significant in good sense plus our decisions today would influence the direction in 

which it will develop tomorrow. 
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